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In this paper we compare the performance of two codes for convex ���
mixed integer nonlinear programs on a number of test problems� The �rst
code uses a branch and bound algorithm� The second code is a commer�
cially available implementation of an outer approximation algorithm� The
comparison demonstrates that both approaches are generally capable of
solving the test problems� However� there are signi�cant di�erences in the
robustness of the two codes and their performance on di�erent classes of
problems�

� Introduction

Mixed integer nonlinear programming problems �MINLP� arise in many ap�
plications� including chemical process synthesis �����	
� and portfolio selection
�	��		�

In this note we consider MINLP of the form�

�MINLP � min f�x�y�

subject to g�x�y� � �

x � f�� 	gm

y � u

y � l
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Here x is a vector of m binary variables� y is a vector of n continuous variables�
and u and l are vectors of upper and lower bounds for the continuous variables
y

We will assume that f and g are convex functions Although the algorithms
discussed in this note can be applied to nonconvex problems� there is no guar�
antee that an optimal solution will be obtained Fortunately� many problems
of interest are convex

Branch and bound techniques have traditionally been used to solve mixed
integer linear programming problems �MILP� However� branch and bound
techniques can also be applied to convex MINLP �
����� In this note� we use
the branch and bound code discussed in �
�

In recent years� outer approximation has become a popular technique for the
solution of MINLP �����	
�	�� The outer approximation algorithm operates by
solving a series of mixed integer linear programming problems that are ob�
tained as outer approximations to the mixed integer nonlinear programming
problem A series of nonlinear programming subproblems are solved to obtain
the outer approximations In this note� we use GAMS�DICOPT� a commer�
cially available implementation of the outer approximation algorithm �����

� Computational Comparison

In order to compare the performance of our branch and bound approach with
the performance of an outer approximation algorithm� we solved a number of
convex ��	 MINLP test problems with our branch and bound code and with
GAMS�DICOPT In this section we present the results of this computational
comparison

To date� only a limited number of MINLP test problems have been made avail�
able by researchers A publicly available suite of test problems in a standardized
format similar to MIPLIB �	� would be invaluable in developing and testing
codes for MINLP Since no such library yet exists� we have selected a num�
ber of test problems from previous papers and randomly generated portfolio
selection problems of various sizes

Table 	 gives the characteristics of the test problems� including the number of
integer and continuous variables and the number of linear and nonlinear con�
straints The problems range from very small problems with fewer than �ve
integer variables to large problems with as many as 	�� integer variables The
problems batchdes� meanvarx� and procsel are supplied by GAMS Devel�
opment Corporation with the GAMS�DICOPT software The batchdes and






procsel problems are chemical process synthesis problems� while meanvarx

is a portfolio selection problem The problems batch�� batch�� batch���
and ex� are chemical engineering process design problems supplied by Ig�
nacio Grossmann The problems port�� through port��� are randomly gen�
erated portfolio selection problems that are similar to but somewhat larger
than meanvarx

Both codes were run on a Sun SPARC 	���� workstation under SunOS The
branch and bound code� BB� is described in �
� We used version 

����
of GAMS�DICOPT� with OSL as the MILP solver and MINOS�� as the
NLP solver ����� Default settings for DICOPT parameters were used with
two exceptions CPU time and iteration limits were increased to solve the
larger problems in our test set Also� DICOPT stopping option 	� which stops
DICOPT when a solution has been proven optimal was selected instead of
the default� stopping option 
� which uses a heuristic to stop DICOPT with a
solution that is not guaranteed to be optimal

Table 	 shows the results of the test runs For GAMS�DICOPT� the CPU times
include only the time used by the OSL and MINOS�� solvers and exclude the
time needed to compile the GAMSmodel and overhead associated with starting
and stopping the solvers

In all cases� the optimal objective function values obtained by GAMS and BB
were very close GAMS reports the objective value to four digits beyond the
decimal point In each case the solution obtained by BB matches the solution
obtained by GAMS to at least � signi�cant digits or to the number of digits
reported by GAMS

On the portfolio selection problems� meanvarx� port��� port��� port���
port���� and port���� the branch and bound code was generally somewhat
faster than GAMS�DICOPT GAMS�DICOPT was not able to solve port���
or port��� in a reasonable amount of CPU time In both cases� the runs were
stopped after one hour of CPU time�without GAMS�DICOPT having found an
optimal solution An examination of the output shows that GAMS�DICOPT
had discovered a large number of nearly optimal solutions However� the outer
approximation algorithm was unable to generate a su�ciently accurate outer
approximation to the nonlinear objective function As a result� the outer ap�
proximation algorithm could not discover an optimal solution to the problem

On the chemical process synthesis problems� batch�� batch�� and batch���
GAMS�DICOPT was roughly twice as fast as our branch and bound code
One explanation for the relatively poor performance of our branch and bound
code on the batch problems is that these problems have sparse Hessian and
constraint matrices MINOS �� is designed to exploit this sparsity� while the
routine used in our branch and bound code is not designed for sparse problems

�



Table �
Computational Results�

Problem �	� Continuous Linear Nonlinear BB GAMS

Problem Vars Variables Constraints Constraints CPU CPU

batch
 �� �� � � ���� ��

batch� �� �� ��� � ����� ���

batch�� �� �� ��� � ����� �����

batchdes � �� �� � ��� ���

ex� � � �� � ��� ���

meanvarx �� �� �� � ��� ���

port�� �� �� �� � ��� ���

port�
 �
 �
 �� � ��� ����

port
� 
� 
� 
� � �
�� ���

port��� ��� ��� ��� � �
��� � �hr

port�
� �
� �
� �
� � 


�� � �hr

procsel �  
 � ��� ���

In solving the nonlinear programming relaxation of batch��� MINOS �� used
		 CPU seconds� while the NAG routine E��VCF used 	�� CPU seconds A
faster nonlinear programming subroutine such as MINOS could improve the
performance of the branch and bound code

� Summary and Conclusions

In selecting an appropriate technique for the solution of a mixed integer nonlin�
ear programming problem� there are several important issues� including �ex�
ibility� reliability� accuracy� and e�ciency It is also important to understand
what kinds and sizes of problems can reasonably be solved

The failure of GAMS�DICOPT to solve the two largest portfolio selection
models demonstrates a potential problem with the outer approximation ap�
proach In these cases� the outer approximation code found a large number
of near optimal solutions without ever �nding an optimal solution It appears
that this failure to converge was caused by the inability of the outer approxim�
ation algorithm to generate a su�ciently accurate outer approximation to the
MINLP In contrast� the branch and bound code was able to solve all of the
problems in our test set without di�culty

�



In terms of e�ciency� some problems were solved more quickly by GAMS�DICOPT
while other problems were solved more quickly by the branch and bound code
Since no problem that could be solved by both codes required more than ���
seconds of CPU time for solution by either of the two codes we can conclude
that it is generally relatively easy to solve problems of this size and complexity
using either approach However� it is not clear whether either method will be
e�ective for much larger problems
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